The River Team Players

For a safe river, which people need to talk together? Many groups of people depend upon one another to keep their river safe. But some players can make it harder for other players to use the river in different ways. Industry can hurt tourism along a waterfront. Paved driveways for houses can raise flood risk for everyone. Before starting this exercise, make sure you have read the 'pollution, concrete & tarmac' fact-sheet.

Home-owners

Factories downstream

Who referees?

Farmers upstream

Who else?

Instructions
In each circle, write down ways that the different players shown might be changing water quality or contributing to flooding for their local river. EVEN BETTER, DRAW AN ILLUSTRATION INSTEAD. In the square, write down who you think could act as a 'REFEREE' for the river 'players' (the job of the referee is to get the different players to think about the needs of neighbours).